Abstract-In this paper, we consider convolutionally coded multicarrier direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS/CDMA) systems using overlapping subchannels in time-limited and band-limited channels. A tight bound on the bit error probability of the decoder output is obtained in Rayleigh fading channels when the channel state information is ideally available. It is shown that the proposed system, the convolutionally coded overlapping multicarrier DS/CDMA system with a symbol mapping method utilizing the diversity, outperforms the conventional single carrier and nonoverlapping multicarrier systems using the same convolutional code. It is also shown that the proposed system can provide a larger system capacity and more effectively combat the partial band interference than the conventional ones.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
OR WIRELESS communications, direct-sequence codedivision multiple access (DS/CDMA) technology has drawn a great deal of attention due to the expectation of capacity increase, interference rejection capability, security, and so on [1] - [4] . To support the demand for such various requirements as multimedia traffic and high-bit rate data transmission in future mobile communication systems, a larger spreading channel bandwidth is required for DS/CDMA systems. In such a situation, the fading of wireless channels tends to be frequency selective and a rake receiver is used to enhance the system performance.
On the other hand, the multicarrier transmission technique has become quite popular as a high-bit rate data transmission scheme in wireless communications. Transmitting data in parallel over a number of subchannels, the multicarrier transmission scheme can combat the frequency selectivity of the channel with increased symbol duration. With the spectrum efficiency and complexity problem resolved, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), a spectrally efficient multicarrier transmission scheme, has been exploited for wideband data communications over mobile radio channels, high bit rate digital subscriber lines (HDSLs), asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSLs), and digital broadcasting [5] - [9] .
With these advantages, multicarrier transmission schemes have been introduced into CDMA systems for high bit rate data transmission [10] - [22] . These proposed schemes can be categorized into two groups: the OFDM/CDMA, which is a pseudonoise coded structure in the frequency domain [11] , [17] ; and the parallel transmission of narrow-band DS waveforms in the frequency domain [10] , [12] - [16] , [18] - [22] . In the second group, there are two different methods combining DS spreading and multicarrier modulation. The first method is to perform multicarrier modulation on the information signal first and then put DS spreading on top of the multicarrier signals [12] , [16] . The other is to perform DS spreading on the information signal and then perform multicarrier modulation at the chip level [10] , [13] - [15] , [18] - [22] .
In this paper, we are concerned with the systems belonging to the last group. They were proposed as alternatives to the rake receiver to mitigate the effects of frequency-selective channels and to utilize the frequency diversity [14] , [15] . In such systems, narrow-band DS waveforms are transmitted over a number of nonoverlapping or orthogonally overlapping subchannels. A nonoverlapping multicarrier DS/CDMA system with maximal ratio combining was proposed in [14] , in which subchannel spectra were band-limited and the subcarrier spacing among subchannels was a multiple of subchannel bandwidth. With such a scheme, we can reduce the interference from other subchannels. On the other hand, an orthogonal multicarrier DS/CDMA system with equal gain combining was proposed in [15] , in which subchannel spectra were not band-limited and the subcarrier spacing was a multiple of the inverse of the chip rate. If channels are synchronous and frequency nonselective within a subchannel, there is no interference from other subchannels due to the orthogonality among subchannels. For asynchronous channels, unfortunately, the interference from other subchannels may exist due to the loss of orthogonality among different users in the orthogonal multicarrier DS/CDMA system. If we use a band-limited filter for each subchannel of the orthogonal multicarrier system to reduce the interference from other users' signal in other subchannels, self-interference (interference from the same user's signal in the adjacent subchannels) would occur. However, the self-interference is minor compared to the interference from other users' signal, and overlapping the subchannel spectra allows us to use almost double the number of subchannels of the nonoverlapping subchannels within the same available bandwidth. Thus we may obtain higher spectral efficiency with overlapping subchannels, time-limited or band-limited.
In the meantime, convolutional code was applied to the nonoverlapping multcairrer DS/CDMA system to improve the performance [13] , [21] , [22] . In [13] , the parallel outputs of a rate 1 convolutional code were transmitted through subchannels. While the method provides us with strong resistance to the narrow-band interference, it suffers some performance degradation due to fading. As an improvement, it was proposed to transmit parallel encoder outputs over subchannels with in-phase and quadrature modulators so that each coded symbol goes through 2 diversity subchannels [21] , [22] . While the method copes with fading better by using in-phase and quadrature modulators, the multiple access interference (MAI) instead increases.
In this paper, the convolutionally coded overlapping multicarrier (CC/OM) DS/CDMA system is considered in time-limited and band-limited channels. The parallel encoder outputs of a rate 1 convolutional code are mapped to the subchannels with several symbol mapping methods, which include the method in [21] as a special case. Even though the proposed system utilizes double the number of subchannels of the conventional convolutionally coded nonoverlapping multicarrier (CC/NM) DS/CDMA system, the former has the same number of modulators and demodulators in the transmitter and receiver as the latter, since the former employs only in-phase modulators while the latter employs both in-phase and quadrature modulators. Thus both systems have similar complexity.
We analyze the statistical characteristics of the correlator outputs of the proposed system with arbitrary chip waveforms and random signature sequences when not only background noise and Rayleigh fading but also partial band interference exists. Then we obtain a tight bound on the bit error rate (BER) of the decoder output when all the channel state information is ideally available. The performance of the proposed CC/OM DS/CDMA system with several symbol mapping methods is investigated with the analytically obtained bound and simulation results, when the time-limited rectangular and band-limited raised-cosine chip waveforms are used. The proposed system is shown to have some performance gain over conventional systems, the convolutionally coded single carrier (CC/SC), and the CC/NM DS/CDMA systems, under the conditions that the information rate and total available bandwidth are fixed. Fig. 1(a) , where the total (null-to-null) bandwidth is and for the time-limited and band-limited signals, respectively. Here, is the chip duration of the SC DS signal and is the rolloff factor of the band-limited chip wave-shaping filter with . The PSD of nonoverlapping multicarrier (NM) DS signals is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where the number of subcarriers is and the successive subcarrier spacing is , with the chip duration of the NM DS signal. Although the tails of subchannel spectra overlap in the time limited case, we call the multicarrier signal with the subcarrier spacing as in Fig. 1(b) the NM DS signal for both time-limited and band-limited cases. If we assume that all systems have the same total bandwidth , the subchannel bandwidth of the NM DS signal is given by (1) where . The PSD of the overlapping multicarrier (OM) DS signals considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1(c) , in which the number of subcarriers is 2 and the subcarrier spacing is 1 , with the chip duration of the OM DS signal. Note that the OM DS signal is an orthogonal multicarrier signal in some cases, as in the time-limited rectangular chip waveform case. The subchannel bandwidth of the OM DS/CDMA system is given by (2) where . For the OM system, we choose the number of subcarriers as twice that for the NM system, so that the subchannel bandwidth of the OM system is slightly narrower than that of the NM system when the total bandwidths are the same.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. System Overview
Throughout this paper, we will also assume that the information data bit is generated at the rate 1 , with the bit duration, and the bandwidth expansion ratio due to both spreading and coding defined by (3) is the same for all the systems compared. It should be mentioned that the results for time-limited signals can be obtained from those for band-limited signals if we put .
B. Transmitter
Fig . 2 shows the th user's transmitter of the proposed CC/OM DS/CDMA system. While the conventional CC/NM system utilizes nonoverlapping subchannels employing both in-phase and quadrature modulators, the proposed system utilizes 2 overlapping subchannels employing only in-phase modulators. The data bitstreams are encoded by a rate 1 convolutional code encoder, which outputs coded symbols per data bit. The symbol mapper buffers sets, ,
, and each of coded symbols, and transmits them through 2 subchannels such that each coded symbol is transmitted over different subchannels during the symbol duration . Here, denotes the number of data bits transmitted over all the subchannels during the symbol duration and denotes the diversity order given to each coded symbol so that the total number of subchannels is given by . As an example, symbol mapping methods are illustrated in Fig. 3 for some possible values of and when and . As shown in the figure, the symbol duration increases as the diversity order per coded symbol decreases, and vice versa.
Let be the symbols transmitted through the th subchannel during the th symbol duration after the symbols are mapped with one of the symbol mapping methods. The symbols are interleaved and then multiplied by the random user signature sequence of chip duration : for each symbol, there are chips, or and . Thus the processing gain is given by (4) Note that we can increase the processing gain to reduce the MAI or to make the synchronization easy by increasing and, thereby, decreasing the diversity order per coded symbol, which results in more susceptibility to the fading channels. The spread sequence modulates an impulse train of which the energy per chip is . After passing through a chip wave-shaping filter, each filter output modulates its subcarrier.
Then the transmitted signal of user can be written as (5) where the random phases are independent and identically distributed (iid) uniform random variables on [0, 2 ).
is the angular frequency of the th subcarrier. The chip waveform has the frequency response such that satisfies the Nyquist criterion and . For later use, let , where is the inverse Fourier transform. We assume that is time-limited to for the time-limited case, while is band-limited to for the band-limited case. Here, we would like to mention that we can assign identical or different signature sequences to the different subchannel signals of the same user depending on the orthogonality of the subchannels. When the subchannels are orthogonal, the signals of the same user in different subchannels can be separated without any interference even if an identical signature sequence is used. When the subchannels are not orthogonal, on the other hand, we should assign different signature sequences to different subchannels for the same user to prevent the self interference. For band-limited OM systems, since a subchannel is affected only by the two adjacent subchannels (or one in the case of the subchannels located at both ends), only two signature sequences are required for each user, one for the odd indexed subchannels and the other for the even indexed ones.
For comparison, let us consider the conventional CC/SC DS/CDMA, and CC/NM DS/CDMA systems. In the CC/SC DS/CDMA system, each of the coded symbols for a data bit is serially transmitted over the symbol duration . Thus the spreading gain for the CC/SC system is . In the CC/NM DS/CDMA system proposed in [13] , coded symbols are transmitted in parallel over subchannels during . Thus the symbol duration and spreading Table I .
C. Channel Model
The channel is assumed to be a slowly varying frequencyselective Rayleigh fading with maximum delay spread . In order to compare the performance among the CC/SC, CC/NM, and CC/OM systems using the same convolutional coding, let us first consider a time-domain model suitable for the CC/SC system. The complex low-pass impulse response of the channel for the th user can be modeled as (6) where and are iid fading amplitude and phase of the th path, respectively, and the number of resolvable paths is given by (7) We assume that are Rayleigh random variables with . For multicarrier systems, we derive a frequency-domain channel model from the above model. A frequency-domain channel model can be characterized by the coherence bandwidth , which is given by [23] . We choose so that each subchannel of the multicarrier systems has no selectivity, i.e., , and thus . Therefore, if we choose as the minimum integer satisfying , that is, if we let , the subchannels in the CC/NM and CC/OM systems become frequency nonselective. Then the complex low-pass impulse response of user 's subchannels for the CC/OM system can be modeled as [14] for (8) where and are the fading amplitude and phase of the th subchannel, respectively. The fading amplitudes are in general correlated, but we will assume that they are iid Rayleigh random variables with after the code symbols are properly interleaved in the time domain: each of the coded symbols at the encoder output can be assigned at different time intervals to get the independence among the fading amplitudes.
The received signal of the CC/OM system is given by (9) In (9), the propagation delays are iid uniform random variables on [0, ), the subcarrier phases are iid uniform random variables on [0, 2 ), and is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided PSD 2. The partial band interference is band-limited white Gaussian with PSD for , where and are the center frequency and bandwidth of the partial band interference, respectively.
D. Receiver
The receiver for the th user is shown in Fig. 4 . The received signal is chip-matched filtered, coherently demodulated, and low-passed for each subchannel to obtain the transmitted signal through each subchannel. Then the low-pass filter outputs are sampled at every and correlated by the user signature sequence. The correlated outputs are deinterleaved and then passed through a soft decision Viterbi decoder properly weighted.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Analysis of Correlator Outputs
We now analyze the performance of the first user assuming perfect carrier, code, and bit synchronization. Let without loss of generality. The low-pass filter output in the th branch after downconverting is given by (10) where (11) is the desired signal (12) is the interference from other users in the same subchannel and (13) is the interference from the other subchannels. In (10), (12) , and (13) , is defined by (14) where and . Note that and . The terms and are the noise components due to the partial band interference and AWGN, respectively; and are the chip-matched filter outputs of and in the th subchannel, respectively; and represents a low-pass filtering operation that eliminates double frequency terms.
The correlator output of the th subchannel for the desired symbol can be written as (15) where and
The conditional mean of , conditioned on and , is given by (16) since for . Since , , , and are uncorrelated with each other and are zero-mean, the variance of , conditioned on , is given by (17) Using a method similar to that in [14] , we have (18) and (19) where denotes the autocorrelation function of the random process . Thus, the variance of , conditioned on , is given by (20) using the results for shown in Appendix A. In (20) and In Appendix B, explicit expressions of , , and are obtained for the time-limited rectangular and band-limited raised-cosine chip waveforms.
Since scaling the correlator output with a constant does not affect the performance, let us normalize the correlator output to simplify the notation as follows: (21) where . Clearly, the mean of is zero. The variance of is for (22) for the time-limited rectangular chip waveform and for for (23) for the band-limited raised-cosine chip waveform, where is the self interference factor defined in Appendix B. If we denote the energy per bit by , we have in (22) and (23).
B. Decoding Metrics
Now we investigate the performance of the soft decision Viterbi decoder. Here, we assume that the fading amplitudes at different times and different subchannels are made to be independent by proper interleaving, as mentioned in Section II. In the sequel, we drop the user index (1) in the superscript of symbols for notational convenience.
The transmitted codeword during [0, DLT ) is given by , which is mapped as before interleaving as in Section II-B. Here, denotes the transmitted symbol on the th subchannel during the th symbol duration. Let be the normalized correlator output corresponding to , where is the normalized output of the th correlator at time index after deinterleaving. Here, and are the fading amplitude and noise, respectively, of the th subchannel at time index . Then the th branch metric for the codeword through the decoder trellis is given by (24) where denotes the estimate, denotes the index set of the subchannels where the symbol is transmitted, and : if [as shown in Fig. 3(a) ], is mapped to the same subchannel set irrespective of , that is, . However, if
[as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c)], there exist different sets of subchannel indexes for the symbol depending on the values of , that is, , where is the remainder of divided by . The maximum likelihood path metric then becomes . With the metric, the soft-decision Viterbi decoder chooses the coded sequence for which the metric is maximized.
C. Bound on the Bit Error Probability
Now, we obtain the bound on the BER of the decoded output when all the channel state information (CSI) is ideally available, i.e., when and . Let denote a competing path when the correct path codeword is . Since the convolutional code is linear, the performance can be investigated assuming that the correct path codeword is the all-zero sequence. The conditional pairwise probability is then (25) where is the set of for which and . Since it is difficult to find the pairwise probability explicitly for all possible error paths, we instead obtain a tight bound on the pairwise probability in Ap- pendix C using the method proposed in [24] . The bound on the pairwise probability can be written as (26) where is defined in (61), is the free distance of a given convolutional code, is the average signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) at the th subchannel, and is the minimum value of . To find the upper bound on the BER using (26), we obtain the transfer function of the convolutional code: the transfer function should not only generate the number of nonzero bits but also show to which subchannel the code symbol is assigned. If we let be the nonzero code bit that is assigned to the th subchannel and be the information symbol, the upper bound on the BER can be found by (27) where is the modified transfer function of the convolutional code when a specific symbol mapping in the proposed system is used.
As an example, let us consider the symbol mapping method illustrated in Fig. 3(b) using the maximum free distance code of rate 1/2 with constraint length 3 of which the generating polynomials are given in [25] . The state diagram is shown in Fig. 5 , where the symbols and with odd are denoted by and , respectively, and those with even are denoted by and , respectively. Note that two coded symbols for an information bit are alternatingly assigned to a group of subchannels with odd indexes and the other to a group of subchannels with even indexes. Thus we divide each state of the conventional state diagram into two states:
, denoting that the symbols are assigned to , and , denoting that the symbols are assigned to . Moreover, we assume that the probability of the nonzero path beginning from the state is equal for and . Then the transfer function is given by (28) where is the transfer function when the nonzero path begins from the state 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we will investigate the performance of the CC/OM DS/CDMA systems with different symbol mapping method and compare it with that of the conventional CC/NM and CC/SC DS/CDMA systems, evaluating the analytical bound on the BER and obtaining simulation results. The bound on the BER of the CC/NM system can be inferred from the results for the CC/OM systems, and the bound of the CC/SC system is obtained in Appendix D. It is found that the bound obtained in Appendix D is tighter than that used in [21] .
In the investigation, we fix the information rate and total bandwidth so that the bandwidth expansion ratio defined by (3) is constant as and . For convolutional coding, we use the rate 1 maximum free distance convolutional code with constraint length 3 for all the systems. Monte Carlo simulation method is used for the simulation with 1 million runs for each point when the BER is higher than 10 and 50 million runs for each point when the BER is lower than 10 . Fig. 6 shows analytically obtained bounds on the BER and simulation results for three possible symbol mapping methods of the CC/OM DS/CDMA system when the rate 1/2 convolutional code is used. Here, two cases are shown where the number of users is one and 200, when a band-limited raised-cosine filter with is used for chip wave-shaping. The spreading gain is for the symbol mapping , for the symbol mapping , and for the symbol mapping . It is observed that the bound obtained in this paper is close to the simulation results when the BER is lower than 10 . It is also observed that the more diversity order is given to the coded symbol, the better the system performs while the more MAI occurs due to reduced spreading gain. These results imply that enough diversity branches should be provided to the coded symbols to combat the fading channel.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the analytically obtained bounds on the BER and simulation results of the CC/OM DS/CDMA system with two symbol mapping methods compared with those of the conventional systems, when the 1/4 convolutional code and the time-limited rectangular chip waveform are used. The spreading gain is for the CC/SC and CC/NM systems, for the CC/OM system with symbol mapping , and for the CC/OM system with symbol mapping . The symbol mapping is the case where full diversity is given to the coded symbols, and the symbol mapping is the case where no diversity is given to the coded symbols. Thus we call the CC/OM system with symbol mapping the diversity CC/OM (DCC/OM) system, while we call the CC/OM system with symbol mapping the nondiversity CC/OM (NCC/OM) system in the sequel. The BER curves versus are shown in Fig. 7 when the number of users is one and 200 without partial band interference. It is observed that the DCC/OM DS/CDMA system can provide better performance than the other CC DS/CDMA systems when the number of users is large. Fig. 8 shows the BER versus the number of users when is fixed to 10 dB without partial band interference. We can see that there is a point of intersection between the BER curves of the DCC/OM and CC/SC systems. The DCC/OM system is preferred from the viewpoint of system capacity since it can provide us with better performance than the CC/SC system when the number of users is large. The NCC/OM system provides us with worse performance than the CC/SC system. It is observed that there is a crossover between the NCC/OM and CC/NM systems since the NCC/OM system is more robust to the MAI but less robust to the fading than the CC/NM system. However, the NCC/OM system may allow us to accommodate more users since longer signature sequences can be used.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the results when the band-limited raisedcosine chip wave-shaping filter with is used. The parameters including spreading gains are the same as those for Figs. 7 and 8. It is observed that the results show performance tendency similar to that of Figs. 7 and 8. In addition, it is observed that the performance gain of the DCC/OM system over the CC/SC system increases when the number of users is large. As we can see in Fig. 10 , the intersection between the BER curves of the DCC/OM and CC/SC systems occurs at smaller values of than in Fig. 8 . It is also observed that the performance difference between the DCC/OM and CC/SC systems becomes smaller than in Figs. 7 and 8 . This is due to the reduction of the adjacent subchannel interference in the OM systems by applying the band-limited chip wave-shaping filtering.
Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the performance of the systems when the partial band interference exists. The partial band interference is parameterized by JSR partial band interference power signal power
We fix the bandwidth of the partial band interference in the following results. Fig. 11 shows the BER curves under the same conditions as in Fig. 10 except that there exists partial band interference. We assume that the center frequency of partial band interference is the same as the center frequency of the total transmitted signal spectrum and JSR dB. It is observed that the CC/OM systems significantly outperform the conventional systems. Specifically, the DCC/OM system can admit about 80 users at BER of 10 , while the CC/SC system cannot admit even ten users at that BER value. Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of partial band interference as the center frequency of the jamming signal varies. Here, we fix , dB, and JSR dB, and the abscissa is normalized as . It is observed that the DCC/OM system provides us with uniformly better performance than the other systems, as varies. The uniform performance results from the fact that a coded symbol and its replica are transmitted over two subchannels, which are separated as much as possible. The performance of the CC/SC system degrades most when the center frequency of partial band interference is the same as the carrier frequency. From the figures, we can infer that the multicarrier DS/CDMA systems would more effectively resist the partial band interference than the SC DS/CDMA system.
V. CONCLUDING REMARK
In this paper, we considered CC/OM DS/CDMA systems where convolutionally coded symbols were transmitted over a number of overlapping subchannels with several symbol mapping methods. We analyzed the statistical characteristics of the correlator outputs and obtained a tight bound on the BER of the decoding output for Rayleigh fading channels when all the CSI was available and ideal.
It was observed that the proposed CC/OM DS/CDMA system with the symbol mapping method utilizing full diversity outperformed the CC/SC DS/CDMA system when the number of users was large and there was no partial band interference, and significantly outperformed the CC/SC system when partial band interference existed. It was also observed that the CC/OM system with the symbol mapping method utilizing no diversity outperformed the conventional CC/SC DS/CDMA system when partial band interference existed, although it showed worse performance when there was no partial band interference. In addition, it was observed that the CC/OM DS/CDMA system utilizing no diversity outperformed the conventional CC/NM DS/CDMA system when the number of users was large, since in such a case the effect of MAI dominated that of fading in performance.
The proposed systems can provide larger capacity and have good narrow-band interference suppression capability compared to the conventional systems without much increase in the complexity. Thus the proposed systems might be suitable, for example, for the CDMA overlay scheme proposed in [26] . all integer values of . Using Parseval's theorem again, we can also obtain (50)
APPENDIX
A. Evaluation of the Variance of
Let us consider the raised-cosine chip wave-shaping filter of which the PSD is given by [27] (51)
It is easy to obtain
. To obtain and , we need to consider only two adjacent subchannels with subcarrier spacing
. We obtain that Note that if (the subchannel spectra are maximally overlapping), . The term is also obtained as .
C. Derivation of the Pairwise Probability
To find the pairwise probability in a Rayleigh fading channel, we should average (25) Since the average SNR may be different for different subchannels due to the interference from other subchannels and due to partial band interference, we define and Then, it follows that and where . Note that there are different subchannels where the same symbol is transmitted. Thus, if we denote the number of elements of by , random variable is the sum of Rayleigh variables squared. Thus the probability distribution function of is given by [24] for (59) and the pairwise error probability of the two paths are bounded as (60) where
Since decreases monotonically with [24] , and , where is the free distance of a given convolutional code, it follows (62)
D. Derivation of the Bound on the BER for the CC/SC DS/CDMA System
Let us consider the CC/SC DS/CDMA system employing a rake receiver with fingers, which have both in-phase and quadrature modulators. We assume that an identical coded symbol is transmitted over the in-phase and quadrature branches.
The received signal in the CC/SC system can be represented as (63) where is the energy per chip of the CC/SC system, with the th convolutional code symbol of user , is the signature sequence for user , is the carrier angular frequency, and is the phase of the carrier received through the th path.
Let the desired user be the first user, and let us ignore the self-interference due to multipath [28] . The correlator outputs at the th finger during the 0th symbol duration is given by for (64) where and denote the in-phase and quadrature modulators, respectively, is the interference from the other users, is the partial band interference, and is the AWGN 
for the band-limited raised-cosine chip waveform. In (66) and (67), and . With a method similar to that in Appendix C, we can obtain the bound on the BER for the CC/SC system. The conditional error probability, when the correct path is and a competing path is , is given by (68) where is the set of indexes such that , is the fading amplitude of the th path at time index , and the subscript denotes the CC/SC system. Then the bound on the pairwise probability is (69) where and . Thus the upper bound on the BER is given by (70) where is the transfer function of a convolutional code: note that is a special case of in (27) when .
